Reading Music

You should know these things before we start to play.

Whole Note
- Play 4 Counts

Whole Rest
- Rest 4 Counts

Time Signature
- \( \frac{4}{4} \)
- 4 Counts in each measure

Items in these ovals are NEW, or used for the first time.

Let's Play

1. Treble Clef Sign
2. Time Signature
3. Prepare for next note.
4. Whole Note (4 Counts)
   Whole Rest (4 Counts)
   DO NOT PUFF OUT YOUR CHEEKS
5. Bar
6. Double Bar

Who's The Champ?

4. Solo
   Class
   Solo
   Class
   Play as is, then pick Soloist and play Solo, Class as indicated.

5. Proper Playing Position
   Is Most Important
   Make each Note as Pretty and Pleasant as Possible

6. Name the notes before you play.
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